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Franklin D, Roosevelt’s
great charm concealed a
certain arrogance. Like his
cousin Theodore Roosevelt
before him, FDR believed,

without reservation, that he
was the man best suited

to run the count~

This telephone sat
on FDITs desh in the

Oval Office.

ENCOUNTERING FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT, Winston Churchill once

observed,’ was like opening one’s first bottle of champagne: a heady
experience. FDR’s ebullient personality charmed not only heads of state
but American voters as well. During his twelve years as president (a
record that will never be matched, thanks to the Twenty-second
Amendment), he established an unusually close rapport with the
American people. "Mr. Roosevelt is the only man we ever had in the
White House who would understand that my boss is a son of a bitch,"
asserted one industrial ~vorker. Ordinary citizens, traumatized by hard
times, credited him personally with positive changes in their lives, saying
"He saved my home" or "He gave me a job." When Roosevelt died
suddenly on April 12, 1945, many Americans, especially those who’d
reached adulthood in the 1930s and 1940s, simply couldn’t imagine
another president in the White House. FDR so dominated the political
landscape of his era that every president since, in historian William
Leuchtenburg’s apt phrase, has lived in his shadow.

As president, Franklin Roosevelt led a country devastated by the
gravest economic crisis it had ever faced and then a world threatened by
totalitarian aggression. These twin crises of depression and war offered
Roosevelt unprecedented possibilities to succeed--or fail--as a national
leader. His New Deal may not have ended the Great Depression, but it

nevertheless represented one of the most significant changes in
modern political life: the commitment of the federal

government to intervene in the e.conomy when private
initiatives failed and to guarantee the economic security of
all Americans. Later, as commander in chief and a global

during World War II, Roosevelt grasped America’s
predominant role in world affairs and helped to educate the
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Joseph Stalin, Itoosevel$, and Winston Churchill were in a remarkably
jovial mood when this photograph was taken on the porch of the IRussian embassy

in Teheran in late 1943.

country to accept its new international responsibilities. As British
philosopher Isaiah Berlin noted, "He was one of the few statesmen in
the twentieth century, or any century, who seemed to have no fear of
the future."

F [IANKLIN DELANO P~OOSEVELT’S upbringing seemed more

destined to produce a country squire than a world leader. Born
January 30, 1882, the only child of two doting parents, he had a

remarkably sheltered childhood at Hyde Park, his family’s Hudson Fliver
estate. His mother, Sara, a formidable presence in his life, wanted her
son "to grow up to be like his father, straight and honorable, just and
kind, an upstanding American." The death of James Roosevelt in 1900,
when Franklin was eighteen, tightened Sara’s determination to remain an
important part of Franklin’s life. She even moved to Boston to be near her
son, then an indifferent student at Harvard College. When Franklin
announced his intention to marry his distant cousin Eleanor, Sara tried to
delay the marriage. In this test of wills, Franklin prevailed. "Nothing like
keeping the name in the family," quipped Eleanor’s uncle Theodore
tloosevelt, who presided over the wedding ceremony.

Women never stopped playing prominent roles in Franklin
tloosevelt’s life. First, of course, had been the indomitable Sara, who
shaped Franklin as a boy and continued to have an en.ormous influence
on his family as a doting (and often manipulative) gra’ndmothe). Then
there was Eleanor, who blossomed from a timid bride and insecure
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During
the 1930s~
Franklin and
Eleanor Roosevelt enjoyed a
productive political
partnership as Eleanor
became even more impressed
with her husband’s
leadership abilities. "I have
never known a man who
gave one a greater sense of
seeuri~ " she observed.
"I have never heard him say
there was a problem that he
thought it was impossible for
human beings to solve."

This family snapshot~
taken in February 194I,

is one of the few
photographs that show

Roosevelt in a
wheelchair. He never

complained or indulged
in self-pity about his
situation; instead, he

always made it seem as
though he couldn’t be
happier about where
he was or what he

was doing.

mother into one of the twentieth century’s greatest public figures,
the conscience of the New Deal and a standard-bearer for postwar
liberalism and human rights. Franklin’s affair with Lucy Mercer
(Eleanor’s social secretary) during World War I almost ended the
Roosevelt marriage, yet Lucy, too, surreptitiously remained part
of Franklin’s life, visiting the White House during the 1940s
and even Warm Springs on the day that he died. Franklin’s
devoted secretary, Missy LeHand, lived at the White House,

shared FDR’s sense of humor, and generally performed (with
Eleanor’s blessing, it seems) many of the duties of a surrogate wife.

Finally, his firstborn child and only daughter, Anna, enjoyed an
especially close relationship with her father and often served as his

White House hostess when Eleanor was away.

I N 1921, WHEN HE WAS thirty-nine, Franklin Roosegelt confronted a
crisis that threatened to end his political career: He contracted polio,
which left both his legs paralyzed for the rest of his life. Many

believe that Roosevelt emerged from this ordeal a stronger, more resilient
person--including FDR himself: "If you had spent two years in bed
trying to wiggle your toe, after that anything would seem easy." As he
contemplated his return to politics (a move supported by Eleanor and
trusted confidant Louis Howe but opposed by Sara), FDR realized that
people who felt sorry for him because of his immobility wouldn’t take

him seriously as a
candidate. So with
great effort, Roosevelt
taught himself to walk
with braces--or, rather,
to create the illusion of
walking by grasping
tightly the person next
to him and swiveling
his lower body forward
in a simulation of
movement. So great
was the effort involved
that FDR always
sweated while walking
in public, no matter the
weather. In an act of
media self-restraint that
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seems remarkable today, members of the press never mentioned or
photographed him being carried up stairs, being lifted in and out of
automobiles, or using a wheelchair to get around. As a result, most
Americans didn’t realize the president was paralyzed.

"The presidency is not merely an administrative office," Roosevelt
once declared. "It is preeminently a place of moral leadership." No event
of his administration demonstrated this more forcefully than his first
inaugural address, delivered on March 4, 1933. On that day, the country

"THE COUNTRY NEEDS AND,
UNLESS I MISTAKE ITS TEMPER,

THE COUNTRY DEMANDS
BOLD, PERSISTENT

EXPE RIMENTATION."
--Speech, 1932--

~vas three years into the Great Depression, with more than one-quarter of
the workforce unemployed and hunger haunting cities and rural areas
alike; banks had been closed in thirty-eight states and were operating on
a restricted basis in the rest. Yet on that gray March day, using such
phrases as "The only thing we have to fear is fear itself" and "This
Nation asks for action, and action now," Roosevelt rallied the country
with a performance as much sermon as speech. His first fireside chat
several days later, reaching a radio audience estimated at sLxty
million, further reassured Americans that the banks were sound--
and they believed him. Roosevelt’s restoration of hope and
confidence was perhaps his greatest contribution to American life
during the 1930s, and his masterful use of radio made him the first
national leader whose voice became part of everyday life.

The New Deal over which Franldin Roosevelt presided was not a
carefully thought out plan but rather a series of sometimes contradictory
responses to the ongoing economic contraction. If the multiplicity of
measures enacted by Congress during the first hundred days of FDR’s
administration had solved that crisis, the rest of the New Deal--
including the Works Progress Administration, the National Labor
Relations (Wagner) Act, and the Social Security Act--would probably
never have been attempted. But in the experimenthl reform.climate that
the ongoing depression created, Roosevelt was able to continue the

JuLY 17, 1936

General Francisco Franco
mutinies against Spain’s
recently elected Socialist
government, beginning
the Spanish Civil War.

Ahhough fellow fascists in
Germany and Italy send
Franco copious military

aid, the Western
democracies, becagse of
isolationist pressures at
home, do little to help

Spanish Loyalists.

MAY 1, 1937

In Order to Stop the U.S.
arms trade ~ith Spain,
Congress extends the

Neutrality ACt tO include
civil wars. The Original
Neutrality Act of 19 3 5

had made illegal only the
sale of weoponry to

warring nations,

Twenty-taro-year-old
FDR courts nineteen-
year-old Eleanor on the
porch of his Campobello
Island house in August

1904. It was on
Campobello seventeen

years later that a
vacationing I~oosevelt

contracted polio.
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The presldenl;
makes his second
fireside chat of 1934.
These broadcasts were so
popular that sometimes
eight out of ten American
households were listening.

This RCA carbon
microphone, used by

NBC to broadcast
1Roosevelt ’ s early fireside

chats, is particularly
large because the

housing also contains
an amplifier to boost

the signal.

expansion of presidential power begun during the

administrations of Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow

Wilson, centralizing decision making in the White

House and dramatically expanding the role of the

executive in initiating polic3a As a result, for the

first time, people began to experience the federal

government as a concrete part of their daily lives.

This actMst approach to government contrasted

FDR, in the minds of the public, to the

Republicans who’d immediately preceded him.

F RANKLIN ROOSEVELT ADORED being president,

once asking a friend naively, "Wouldn’t you be
President if you could? Wouldn’t anybody?" His

supremely self-confident personality dovetailed perfectly with a pragmatic
political style that prioritized results over ideology: "I have no expectation
of making a hit every time I come to bat. What I seek is the highest
possible batting average." Roosevelt’s revitalization of the Democratic
party into a potent urban-based coalition of organized labor, northern
blacks, white ethnic groups, liberals, intellectuals, and the middle-class
families who benefited from New Deal programs dominated American
politics for decades. One of his few political missteps, however, came in
1937, when he proposed increasing the number of justices on the
Supreme Court, which had recently been frustrating many of his New
Deal initiatives. This flagrant attempt to pack the Court in his favor was
a costly blunder at a time when he seemed vulnerable to the lame-duck
syndrome that often afflicts second-term administrations. No one yet
suspected that he’d seek a third term.

At heart an internationalist, President Roosevelt chafed throughout
the 1930s at the limits (such as the Neutrality Acts of 1935-37) placed
by Congress on his ability to respond to the increasingly dark news
coming from Europe and Japan. At the same time, ever the pragmatic
politician, he realized he shouldn’t allow himself to get too far ahead of
public opinion. Taking a middle path, he deftly built support for the
Lend-Lease Act of March 1941 that authorized the transfer of military
supplies to Britain, China, and later the Soviet Union in exchange for
payments deferred until the end of the war. FDR described the plan as
lending a neighbor a garden hose to put out a fire. On December 7,
1941, of course, "a date which will live in infamy," the American people
finally joined the world crusade for democracy and freedom and put
Roosevelt at the helm.
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FDFI played a particularly active role as wartime commander in
chief. His unswerving commitment to Britain’s survival provided the basis
for a strong, if not always smooth, relationship with Prime Minister
Winston Churchill. (ttoosevelt aide Harry Hopkins described his role as
being "a catalytic agent betwe.en two prima donnas.") Soviet premier
Joseph Stalin was more of a mystery. Churchill and Roosevelt agreed that

"THE QUALITY OF HIS BEING
ONE WITH THE PEOPLE...MADE
IT POSSIBLE FOR HIM TO BE A

LEADER WITHOUT EVER
BEING, OR THINKING OF

BEING, A DICTATOK"
--Labor Secretary Frances Perkins--

defeating Hitler should be the first military priority, but repeated delays in
opening a second front on the European continent meant that for most of
the war the Soviet Union bore the brunt of the land battle against
Germany. Stalin’s mistrust and bitterness over American and British
intentions, evident during the last Big Three summit held at Yalta on the
Black Sea in February 1945, carried over into the Cold War that followed.

With the president’s attention focused on military matters, "Dr. Win ¯
the War" replaced "Dr. New Deal," as FDR playfully told a 1943 press
conference. Less playfully, he acquiesced in the internment of
approximately 112,000
Japanese Americans
despite the lack of any
evidence of disloyalty or
sedition on their part.
An even graver tragedy
involved the lfloosevelt
administration’s response
to the systematic near-
annihilation of
European Jewr~ Yet
Roosevelt’s justification      Roose~elt~ shown here ,with Fala, had several

automobiles custom-madd with hand controls so
never wavered: Winning that he could drive himself around and reinforce
the war would be the the illusion of his mobili~.
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OPPOSITE:

The ou~ouring of
grief that accompanied
£loosevelPs sudden death
in April 1945 confirmed

the depth of his bond with
the American populace.
"I felt as if I knew him,"

one soldier said as he
tearfully watched FDR’s

funeral procession.

FDR liked to wear
this particular felt hat
while campaigning.

Roosevelt used this
magnifier, called a i:toto-

Gage, to peruse his
famous stamp collection.
Mindful of this obsession,
one historian has observed

that FDI~ had "a
collector’s mind---broad

but shallom. "

strongest contribution America could make to liberating Hitler’s death
camps. Citizens and historians continue to debate the wisdom of his
course.

"HE WAS THE ONE PERSON ][
EVER KNEW, ANYWHERE, WHO

WAS NEVERAFRAID."
--Lyndon B. Johnson--

The war took its toll on Franldin Roosevelt. Security concerns
isolated him from the public, and he sustained several emotional blows,
including his mother’s death in 1941 and the loss of Missy LeHand’s
companionship that same year when a stroke felled her. He also became
further estranged from Eleanor, not always as willing or able to meet her

demands for social justice as he had been during the 1930s, Those who
spent time with Roosevelt increasingly noticed that his color was

terrible, his hands trembled, and he sometimes had trouble
concentrating. Yet no one dared confront the president, who had spent
his whole life avoiding such unpleasant situations.

"All that is within me cries out to go back to my home on the
Hudson River," the president admitted in 1944, and his declining health
became an issue during that year’s presidential campaign. Few voters,
however, were inclined to change leaders while the war continued, as it
did for another year. FDR’s own end came more quickly, less than three
months into his fourth term, when a massive cerebral hemorrhage struck
him as he posed for a portrait at his beloved getaway cottage in Warm
Springs, Georgia, His sudden death at the age of sixty-three robbed him
of the chance to preside over the beginning (and the tensions) of the new
world order emerging from the ashes of World War II. It also robbed
future generations of his personal reflections on his momentous twelve
years in office.

Yet he did get his wish to go home. On a sparkling Apri! day,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was laid to rest at his Hyde Park estate in a
ceremony rich with symbolism and emotion. His beloved dog, Fala,
barked when the final military salute was sounded, and for months
afterward, whenever a distinguished guest arrived in a motorcade with
blaring sirens, Fala would perk up his ears and think that his master was
coming down the drive.
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